
FRANKENSTEIN Jnr. 

 

Run round the castle to rebuild your Dad. Find his parts and plug in 100,000 Volts to 

revive him! Find the right keys for the right doors to get around the castle. Just walk 

into open doorways. But watch out for the Ghosts and Ghouls!! Objects and keys are 

displayed at the bottom of the screen. If your energy runs out, you Hill have a 

CARDIAC ARREST!! 

 

“The fun starts here” 

 

LOADING: 128K USERS PRESS ENTER 

48K USERS TYPE LOAD “” PRESS ENTER 

 

CONTROLS: 

 

    Keyboard Sinclair Joystick-1 or Kempston 

Start game   SPACE  FIRE 

Go Left   O   LEFT 

Go Right   P   RIGHT 

Go Up    Q   UP 

Go Down   A   DOWN 

Pick up/Put Down  SPACE  FIRE 

Change Tool   6,7 

 

HINTS AND TIPS: 

 

 Take the key on the wall of the first screen, find which door it fits! 

 Run through doors to avoid other monsters. 

 Find the Sanctuary and use the space to dig up bits of bodies in the graveyard. 

 Walking in and out of the Sanctuary, toggles between two different worlds. 

 Skeletons can be dealt with by smashing them into a heap with the pickaxe. 

 A cardiac arrest can be soothed by spending time in a safe or sanctuary area, 

where the heart rate will slow to normal. 

 In the dungeons prisoners are chained to the wall. If you free them while they 

are alive they will run away. Each prisoner carries a part of Frankenstein, so 

club them dead with the pickase before you release their chains. 

 When you have collected all the parts, you will be allowed to the top of the 

tower where Frankie’s Dad is waiting for them,. You also need a plug to switch 

on the machine. 
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